BYGONE DAYS
Thames North, St Albans and London Area Control Centres
Written by David Robinson

Early Days
Before the formation of Thames North there was a grid control centre for South East England.
David Gunning, a telecommunications engineer who originally joined Manchester Grid Control
in 1964 after an early career with STC and subsequently worked in various grid control centres,
describes the developments.
The original formation of grid control areas
countrywide with some commercial operation
started in 1935. By 1937 when all the GCA's
were active, it was necessary to provide a
National Control function and this was
included in the East and South-East Control
Centre at Park Street, Bankside in London. In
1941 for world war two safety reasons the
Centre was moved "down the hole" in London
where a separate National Control room was
established. In 1950 a temporary Control
Centre at Paternoster was commissioned
comprising National Control, Thames North
(ex East Control) and Thames South (ex South East Control).
Around 1951 Cumberland House (pictured) and its several acres of land in Redbourn was
purchased, eventually to build the new Thames North Grid Control Centre. Cumberland House
itself was built by the Duke of Cumberland in 1743 as
a hunting lodge but by 1830 it was in private
ownership. The location for a grid control centre was
partly chosen because its close proximity to the main
GPO trunk cables on the A5, Watling Street, linking
London with the Midlands. For security reasons it was
designed and built to be radiation and supposedly blast
proof. However, David also recalls being on site when
the old control block was demolished and being
informed by the demolition company that the walls had
not been blast proof!
Installation of the special facilities in the new Control Centre was contracted to the Standard
Telephones and Cables Company and on completion a special handover ceremony was made to
the CEA (Central Electricity Authority) which included STC senior executives, W N C Clinch,
Divisional Controller, Eastern Division, CEA, Percy Gunning, Senior Telecommunications
Officer CEA and J G Bentley as the new appointment of a System Operation Engineer. (See
photo 1). Percy Gunning's family (including David) also attended.

Thames North Grid Control Centre
In 1957 the CEGB was established and Thames
North GCC was commissioned (See photo 2) with the
transfer of responsibility from Thames North Control
in Paternoster, London. In common with all the new
GCC's being built, the control room had Percy
Gunnings standardised system of switching and
loading diagrams together with the specialised
telephone system. The low-level diagrams (See photo
3) were eventually heightened to accommodate the
later
emerging
supergrid
system. At
this time the telecoms staff were located in the new
apparatus rooms and the old building of Cumberland
House itself was used for cramming in the managers,
other engineering and administrative day staff. The
old stables were converted into kitchens and staff
canteen.
On commissioning of the new GCC, an emergency control centre for Thames North was
established at How Wood, Park Street just south of St Albans and designed for ‘System Control
in Times of National Emergency’ (SCITONE). Like the main control centre, it was close to
GPO trunk cables and located in a supposedly secret wooded area (but which the locals knew
about!). The single floor building contained a control room with a non-animated system
diagram, an apparatus room, diesel generator and domestic rooms. Routine visits were made by
Telecoms staff, usually Don Skeggs, to test the diesel and someone from Wilf Peters section to
update any documents, system data and do a general off line operational test. The emergency
control centre was never put into operation.
Early on, control engineer David Russell
was involved with the construction and
commissioning of a very neat and
separate analogue system simulator which
was located in the control room for use in
load flow and short circuit calculations.
This comprised a free-standing console
with an off-line diagram showing parts
the area network and included switchgear
and busbar selectors. Analysis could be
carried out by plugging in special cables,
operate circuit breaker switch positions
and insert plugs for busbar selections to
represent required parts of the system.
(See photo 4 with David in an early
version of the unit).

Among the first Engineers to be relocated from
Thames North in London to go on shift at
Redbourn was Ralph Goold who mentioned that
his early career was at Cliff Quay power station
(pictured) before moving to London. Ralph
remembers many of the original staff at
Redbourn including Deputy System Operation
Engineer Eric Mills, the senior control
engineers Norman Smith, Frank Cross, Basil
Nichols, Ted Alan and Jim McNeil. Also, the
day staff section heads Jack Gilbert
(Development), Harry Shuttleworth (Plant),
Wilf Peters (Control) and Peter Dyer (Telecoms), together with many of his colleagues at the
time.
Ralph recalls such events as the north to south system split exercise and the power faults in the
66kv London area which caused a delay to the commissioning of BBC2 TV. He was also part of
the first Group of North London District Control Engineers to be appointed under the later three
tier control structure. Later on, he moved to Area Control before retiring in 1992.

St Albans Grid Control and Three Tier
Fairly early on, Thames North GCC was
renamed St Albans Grid Control Centre
and with the development of the
emerging super-grid system, the new
three tier national organisation of Area
Controls and District Controls was
established. At St Albans this comprised
Area Control, North London District
Control and Anglia District Control and
required some new external extensions
(See photo 5), internal extensions and
new computing equipment.
In addition to the main control diagrams
and facilities, a remote-control console
for the new unmanned 400kv Wymondley substation, limited remote control of switchgear at
some other substations and control of 8x70mw remote gas turbine generators was
commissioned. Also for three tiers, Area Control rooms were equipped with a reduced size
National network diagram but those at St Albans and Leeds were enhanced to enable either of
them to perform Emergency National duties. At St Albans a special console was also developed
and built by David Gunning and Don Skeggs to enable National Control Engineers to operate
directly from St Albans GCC. The emergency control facility at How Wood was eventually
decommissioned.

Fred Alsop, after an early career in the Industry at
Brunswick Wharf power station (pictured), moved to
Redbourn in 1962 and recalls various events. As early as
1965 he was involved in the commissioning of the country’s
first 400kv circuit which was between West Burton and
Sundon and was on actually on shift at the time of various
system incidents such as the major South East and London
shutdowns in 1987. He also remembers using the analogue
system simulator described earlier where it was very useful
for local studies such as the north London 132kv system
around Brunswick Wharf.
Fred served in all control rooms at various times and was
involved in the transfer to three tier operations, the later
transfer of 132kv controls to the relevant Electricity Board
distribution control centres and the re-establishment of all
operations from the single control room together with the
various new and enhanced control and remote operations facilities. He continued to be a senior
control engineer in the eventual London Area Control right up to when all operations were
transferred to National Control. Fred retired in 1998 after the final London Area closed.

Five Centre National Organisation and London Area Grid Control Centre
In 1990 the National Grid Company
was established and the early 1990's
saw the start of the development of
the new 5 centre control organisation
comprising National Control and
Area Controls centred at
Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds and
London. The new and expanded
London Area Control room at
Redbourn was commissioned in the
mid 1990's for operation of the
combined St Albans and Grinstead
400/275kv systems (Pictured). The
new control room was staffed by a
combination of those mainly from
Cumberland House and Wealden
House with a final group of senior
control engineers which included
Fred Alsop and David Simons from
St Albans and Tony Mayes and Ron
Roots from Grinstead.

Single Tier Organisation. (Vision 2000)
In 1994 the crucial decision
was made to plan and
organise transfer of
operations from the four
Area Control Centres to the
National Control Centre in
Wokingham. As part of this
development, all remote
control and safety switching
functions from London Area
were eventually transferred
to other locations. Finally, on
the afternoon of Sunday 1 February 1998, the remaining control responsibilities were transferred
from London Area Control to National Control by shift control engineer David Atherton.

Some other topics from various times
On one occasion in the early 1960's there was a
carefully controlled and managed visit to the
Control Centre when a delegation of very
interested Russian politicians and experts came
to look at the radiation and apparently blast
proof Control Centre building and inspect in
detail the facilities and its construction!
Everyone was under strict instructions on what
information could and could not be provided!
There was a story that Cumberland House had a
ghost which wandered around the old building at night (purported to be of a mistress who had
been left locked in a small cellar by the Duke whilst he went on one of his military missions to
Scotland in the 1700's). It is true that the old building creaked at night with the settlement of the
ancient 10x8 inch timbers (brought from 17th century shipyards) and this was experienced by
the Control Manager David Robinson when having to stay overnight during the occasional
major system event. It was creepy! Because of the buildings listed status, he had a special
survey carried out at one stage by consultants to measure and monitor the creaking and
movement status of the old timbers. This took place over six months and all was well so no
further action was required!
Outside working hours, we (St Albans) had, for
many years, an annual cricket match (usually
captained by David Robinson) versus our
counterparts at Grinstead for the "ashes" chamber pot
(which has long since disappeared). Home practice
took place in the rear gardens of Cumberland House.
We had a football team called Cumberland Rovers
comprising various staff (captained by Fred Alsop,
our very fast running centre half!) which played in a
Home Counties North Sunday league (Pictured). The

home ground and practice area were in one of the Sundon substations. Our table tennis team
(captained by David Russell) played in the St Albans Table Tennis Association leagues for
many years and our teams competition table was located in the room above the staff canteen.
On international matters, Fred Alsop (national triple jump champion) represented GB at
commonwealth games and the Rome, Tokyo and Mexico City Olympics.

The final chapter
In 2000 the Cumberland House complex was decommissioned, made safe and handed over to
the demolition contractors by Plant Engineer John Miller who was National Grids final engineer
on site. Shortly afterwards all the control buildings, equipment, and other facilities except for
Cumberland House itself were demolished and the site cleared. In 2001/2 the majority of the
land was sold for development and eventually the main part of the site had a small housing
estate built on it. In 2003 part of the old extensive gardens of Cumberland House were taken
over by the local Council for recreational use and Cumberland House together with its smaller
garden was sold for private use.
List of photographs provided by David Gunning and Fred Alsop
1. Handover ceremony from STC
2. Thames North Grid Control centre
3. Original low-level switching diagram in Area Control
4. Early version of analogue system simulator

5. Aerial view of Cumberland House site and extended control buildings
6a and 6b. London Area Final Control room
7. Cumberland House Rovers
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